Ford 7.3 diesel fuel filter

The best fuel filter for 7. From one year to the next the design of the Ford engines, and the
vehicles they powered, would change slightly. Those changes required the engine components
like the fuel filters, air filters, oil filters, to have slight differences in size and shape. To guide
you in choosing the fuel filter you want to use in your vehicle we have chosen 5 superior filters.
They are listed below in no specific order. It is highly recommended that you compare sizes
with the filter currently on your vehicle, or with the manufacture suggested filter replacement.
This is a standard pleated filter cartridge replacement. The cap is attached to the filter. Most of
you that own 7. This filter cartridge weighs It is designed to provide excellent filtration via its
low restriction and large capacity design. The housing for this filter is made of carbon steel and
there is a rolled seam on the cartridge that allows the fuel filter to meet the OEM pressure
requirements. The filtration cartridge is made from layers of high flow filter media that will keep
any contaminants in the fuel you purchase from entering into your engine. It is designed to be
used with any type of oil, including synthetics and blended motor oils. This filter is designed to
allow you to have longer intervals between filter changes. That will save you time, effort, and
money. This fuel filter is compatible with the Ford F-s50 series Super Duty trucks manufactured
between and that are powered by a 7. It is also compatible with the following:. This filter is
designed to protect your engine by keeping any contamination particles of dust, debris, or
unknown substances from entering your fuel injectors. A clean filter allows your engine to be
more efficient, crank faster, accelerate faster, and be more efficient with fuel consumption. This
filter weighs This is an easy to install fuel filter that weighs only 4. You need to check the fuel
filter you are currently using to determine if the filter has a removable cap or not. This unit does
not come with a new cap. It is the perfect after-market replacement for your fuel filter on your 7.
If your vehicle has a fuel bowl that is positioned on top of the engine beneath a small plastic
covering this filter will more than likely fit. It also fits the:. This filter works perfectly on many of
the Ford vehicles that housed a 7. The filter is made from the highest grade of materials so it
can efficiently trap more debris and keep your engine working better for a longer time. This
Motorcraft fuel filter element is the internal element and not the entire fuel filter housing
assembly. It is an 8 ounce item that measures 5. If you have an after-market filter on your engine
you will need the original filter cap that came on the vehicle. If you do not have the original filter
cap you can get them from the dealer. This is the perfect replacement filter to use on the Ford F
- 3 liter Power-Stroke manufactured in It comes complete with the necessary gasket to seal the
fuel filter and stop any fuel leakage. This will ensure that you are buying the proper filter for
your vehicle. The filter is designed to provide you with the maximum amount of protection from
debris, dust particles, and any other contaminant that might enter through your fuel. The filter is
made from the highest grade of materials and crafted to be a precise fit on your vehicle. It is
very easy to install, and it provides excellent leakage protection, and keeps your engine
performing its best for longer. This filter is perfectly designed to fit the Ford F series of diesel
fueled trucks that were manufactured between and The filter also works well in the:. This filter is
excellent at straining out possible contaminants that might be in your fuel. It is also superior at
separating water from diesel so the water that might be in the fuel you buy will never
contaminate your engine or fuel injectors. The inlet and outlet connecti8ons on this filter are
designed to be easy to install. Your connection will be secure, and you will not have to worry
about leakage. The fuel filter you choose for your diesel engine is crucial to stopping
contaminants from entering your fuel. One of the most serious contaminant is water. You want a
diesel fuel filter that can separate water from the fuel because water causes the fuel to lkose its
lubricating capacity and allows an increase of friction that can cause overheating. The
overheating can lead to irreparable damages. Make sure that the fuel filter you buy has water
separator capabilities. A primary fuel filter is the most frequently used filter in a diesel engine.
These filters are placed on the vacuum side of your fuel pump so it protects the fuel pump as
well as your engine. These filters are the first defense and they trap the larger particles of debris
that might be in your fuel. The secondary filter is designed to trap the smaller particles that the
primary filter does not capture. These are not water filtration or water separators. They filter out
particles that are smaller than 10 microns. The canister filters have a housing that is made of
either plastic or metal. Inside the housing is the filter element that actually traps the debris.
These are environmentally friendly because the outer shell stays in place and only the interior
filter element is changed. Your manufacture chose the type of fuel filter to install on your
vehicle. Do not change the type of fuel filter if the manufacture says that it will void your vehicle
warranty. Always check your warranty to make sure that the filters you are choosing are
accepted and can be used without voiding the warranty. The filter that you have purchased will
have pleated filter media inside the housing. The pleating will capture the dirt and debris. This
media can be made from different substances. Cellulose is actually formulated from paper that
is made from a plant based fiber and then bound together with a resin. It has large pores and is

not designed to capture small or fine particles. Cellulose makes an excellent media for primary
fuel filters. Microglass is a synthetic media with small spores that allow it to capture finer
particles. A microglass filter media is great for a secondary filter. The microglass filter will not
have a life expectancy that is as long as the life expectancy of cellulose media filters. The fuel
filter in your vehicle is a primary protection for your engine. It helps keep the dirt and gunk that
can be found in fuel from finding its way into the delicate parts of your engine. A fuel filter
should be changed regularly, especially if you notice: the vehicle running rough when it is
idling, having trouble accelerating, the vehicle is harder to start, the vehicle is smoking a lot, the
vehicle is sluggish. I am a contractor. I love my job to the moon and back. I like to try new tools
that can ease my work and satisfy my clients. I am not a blogger, am a DIY person who wants to
help my fellow friends. Table of Contents Best Fuel Filter for 7. Motorcraft FD Element 4.
Motorcraft FD Element 5. Motorcraft FD Element This is an easy to install fuel filter that weighs
only 4. Motorcraft FD Element This Motorcraft fuel filter element is the internal element and not
the entire fuel filter housing assembly. The filter also works well in the: Ford F series with a 7.
Choose by type Fuel filters come in different types that have different housings. Secondary filter
The secondary filter is designed to trap the smaller particles that the primary filter does not
capture. Canister Fuel filters The canister filters have a housing that is made of either plastic or
metal. Cellulose Cellulose is actually formulated from paper that is made from a plant based
fiber and then bound together with a resin. Microglass Microglass is a synthetic media with
small spores that allow it to capture finer particles. Final Thoughts The fuel filter in your vehicle
is a primary protection for your engine. If you're smelling fuel, seeing fuel drip from the back or
from the separator drain tube on the passenger side of your Powerstroke, or have a puddle
growing in the valley on top, there's a good chance that this is the problem. Seems that the
newly mandated ULSD ultra-low-sulpher-diesel likes to shrink these o rings The factory o-rings
are Buna-Nitrile. Replace them with our Viton O-Rings. Viton is a registered trademark of
DuPont Performance Elastomers. This kit contains 3 black or brown viton O-rings - color has
nothing to do with what its made of, Viton is srtonger and more resistant to chemicals.
Someone who is selling o rings that are brown and calling them viton is mistaken, any type of o
ring can be sold in any color, so color is not a trate of Viton! Shipping: Kit will be sent in a 10
regular envelope with first class postage. If you want tracking please upgrade your shipping
and tracking will be included. Check our feedback and buy with confidence! Please take a few
minutes to review the item you have purchased once you recieve it, and then logon to your
account to leave us a 5 star rating. Buy with confidence, we take customer service seriously,
and we always take care of our customers! We DO ship internationally , even to Canada! We
ship internationally because we can communicate, and we are able to meet the needs of
non-english speaking individuals. Thank you for looking at our eBay items, we hope to have the
oppurtunity to prove to you why we have earned our great feedback through same day shipping
to support after the sale. Have a great day! We love working with customers to ensure they have
the best products available on the market when it Read more. Recently Viewed Items. I replaced
my fuel filter and wrote up how I did it here. I used a filter that did not have a cap. If you
purchase a filter with a cap, make sure to save the old cap in case you need it in the future.
Personally I have no preference for a capped or capless filter. I just purchase whatever is the
best deal. Two 13mm nuts must be removed to remove the cover and get at the fuel filter. The
filter housing is also a water separator and this is a good chance to remove any accumulated
water. The photo below shows where the fuel filter housing drain terminates. It is located at the
front of the engine and can be accessed from the front passenger side wheel well. Just connect
a three or four foot piece of hose to the tube and then the fuel filter housing can be drained of
diesel fuel. Drain the fuel into a suitable container as shown below. Only about 16 ounces of
diesel will come out. The fuel filter housing drain is located on the back side of the housing. It
has a yellow lever which is used to draining the diesel fuel and any water in the housing. In the
picture below it is shown in the closed position. Use a strap wrench as shown in the photo
below to loosen the cap. You can also use a large pair of Channellock pliers to remove the cap
as shown below. Just put the jaws of the pliers in the notches and turn out the cap. I actually
find that this works better than the strap wrench. The photo below shows the fuel filter cap
removed with the old filter in place. Note how dirty it is. I put three or four ounces of Sea Foam
in the fuel bowl before I put in the new filter. Sea Foam cleans the injectors. It is good stuff. It
installs on the plastic part of the filter. Obviously it is not fully installed on the filter below. I
show it this way so it will show up in the photo. Note that the bevel goes UP. The flat side sits
on the housing. This will energize the fuel pump and allow you to check for leaks. Once
satisfied that there are no leaks, start the engine and let it run for a couple more minutes while
continuing to check for leaks. Site information: This site, The manufacturer's names or
trademarks used herein are referenced solely for identification purposes and are not intended

by superdutypsd. This site may, at times, run advertising banners or text link ads from entities
mentioned on these pages. The owner of this site may be a member of various diesel related
forums which may be referenced on these pages. The articles and information on this site just
document how I did things. Use this information at your own risk. This site is neither authorized
by, nor affiliated with, Ford Motor Company. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser.
You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website.
Weldona, Colorado DieselOrings is a small, family owned and operated business located in the
sparsely populated plains of Northeastern Colorado. Please understand that these delays are
out of our control. UPS has denied all claims for missed delivery dates. Differences between the
black Viton A , or the Blue Fluorosilicone fuel drain o-rings sold on this page:. Includes o-ring
size identification comparison and location chart. Shipped with order. You must have Adobe
Acrobat reader installed on your computer to download this document. This is a separate kit
only available as a FORD kit. The Regulator Rebuild kit can be purchased separately as Part If
you remove the fuel rail lines from the cylinder heads, this kit contains the fuel sleeves for the
filter bowl ends only. It is recommended to also replace the sleeves on the cylinder head end of
the fuel rail lines once they have been removed as they will no longer seal properly. Order part
to supplement this kit. Note on the Fluorosilicone Option:. For the drain valves on both the
Monday - Friday am - pm MT. Weldona, CO. You have no items in your shopping cart. Search:
Search. Weldona, Colorado DieselOrings is a small, family owned and operated business
located in the sparsely populated plains of Northeastern Colorado. Categories Ford 7. Bio and
veggie fuels. Actual Price:. Our price is lower than the manufacturer's "minimum advertised
price. You have no obligation to purchase the product once you know the price. You can simply
remove the item from your cart. Sign Up for our Newsletter. All Rights Reserved. Black Viton
Type A The black Viton o-rings are polymerized from two monomers, vinylidene fluoride and
hexafluoropropylene Viton type A. The low temp flexibility of Viton A is -2deg F but will continue
to perform well in our type of service at a much lower temperature F. Blue Fluorosilicone The
Blue Fluorosilicone elastomer is a Military Specification material that has a much wider
temperature range than Viton A and is widely used where fuel contains corrosive agents that
are found in ULSD. From Parker Hannifin :. Fuel Filter 7. Your Cart. Ford Part Number: FF
Fleetguard. Add to Wish List Compare this Product. More from this brand Quickview. Fleetguard
LF Oil Filter. Description Reviews Fuel Filter 7. Tags: fuel , filter , powerstroke , 7. Fleetguard
fuel filter kit, part number: FK Includes both pictured filters. Most filters look the same on the
outside. It's what's inside that counts. Fits Ford 7. Also, fits many agricultural applications.
Standard Filtration Oil F.. Fumoto Oil Drain Valve Ford 7. Set of 8 PowerStroke Glow Plugs New
Motorcraft Original Parts Set of Keep an extra in your truck, they fail with.. LF Oil FilterMost
filters look the same on the outside. This solution is a low cost high-flow filter. You sim.. Much
larger, almost twice as tall! Does not.. Dodge 6. Fits F.. The EZ Oil Drain Valve replaces the
standard oil drain plug, making oil changes easier, saving valuable time and expenses. Cookie
Notice. Our website uses cookies to enhance your shopping experience. Continued use of our
website gives us your consent for the use of cookies during your visit. Please view our privacy
policy to see how these cookies are used. Your Cart. Ford Add to Wish List Compare this
Product. More from this brand Quickview. Description Reviews This kit includes three new
O-Rings required to fix the fuel leak typically found under your truck due to bad O-Rings. Now
includes extra o-ring for the valve. Fits Gas permeability is very low and similar to that of butyl
rubber. Special fluorocarbon compounds exhibit an improved resistance to acids, fuels, water
and steam. Non-flammable hydraulic fuels in the group HFD. Silicone oil and grease. Mineral
and vegetable oil and grease. Aliphatic hydrocarbons fuel, butane, propane, natural gas.
Aromatic hydrocarbons benzene, toluene. Chlorinated hydrocarbons trichlorethylene and
carbon tetrachloride. Fuels, also fuels with methanol content. High vacuum. Very good ozone,
weather and aging resistance. Tags: 7. This kit includes three new O-Rings required to fix the
fuel leak typically found under your truck due to bad O-Rings. This kit includes two new
O-Rings required to fix the fuel leak typically found under your truck due to bad O-Rings. It also
includes the yellow drain.. For 7. If your remov.. Improved International CPS for 7. If you own a
7. It is common for the CPS to fail c.. Stock HP 7. Boost Tube 7. Delays opening of the wastegate
so you get more boost, more power and lower EGT's. This mechanical device is intended to be
installed between the Int.. Did you gut your Exhaust Backpressure Valve? Upgraded your Turbo
Pedestal? Easy to install. DO not leave your factory plug hanging with open circui.. This hose is
used to bridge the 2 high pressure oil rails in the heads that feed the injectors. The installation
of this hose will typically smooth o.. This is the fuel line from the bowl to the head on the drivers
side of engine. When installing a bottom sump with your AirDog or Fass Pump most trucks end
up with an open fuel supply and or return line. This is the fuel line from the bowl to the head on
the passenger side of engine. This is a brand new IPR by Alliant power. It features a 1 year

warranty. This fits Cookie Notice. Our website uses cookies to enhance your shopping
experience. Continued use of our website gives us your consent for the use of cookies during
your visit. Please view our privacy policy to see how these cookies are used. JavaScript seems
to be disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the
functionality of this website. View as:. Fuel Tank Pickup. This is the Foot in the Tank with a
screen. This is know failure point with all Ford Power Stroke 7. IF you are running out of fuel
befroe the gauge is on empty this is your problem. Buy Now Get it Fast. Make: Ford. Model:
F,F,F,F Engine: 7. Years: Warranty: 2 Years 1,, Miles. Shipping: Free!!! Contact Info:. TamerX
Diesel Products. Hemingway, S. More Details. Years of experience has identified low cost parts
that are frequently the cause of failures with larger fuel system products. Those parts could be
easily replaced but OEMs often do not make them available separately, necessitating the
purchase of an entire product at much greater expense. Their industry-leading remanufacturing
process addresses all common failures in the OEM design. Components that typically cause
failures are replaced with new components. Rigorous testing, design changes and upgrades
ensure products are always as good, and usually better, than the OEM parts. If you are looking
for the highest quality fuel system products in the market today, think! Fuel Filter for a Ford 7.
The hose has a screw on fitting that will not leak fuel. This makes it easy to remove cap after
testing or to just remove line and leave the cap on the vehicle. The hose has a screw on fitting
that want leak fuel. This makes it easy to remove cap after testing or remove line and leave cap
on vehicle. The fuel pressure on the Ford Powerstroke 6. This is one of the first things that
should be checked when drivability issues are be experienced. The liquid filled gauge and
extended hose allow for the operator to drive vehicle and read gauge under pressure. The fuel
injectors on the 6. If t
diy auto body repair guide
97 chevy suburban
subwoofer bass limiter
he engine is operated with low fuel pressure. Damage could be done to the injectors Oil
Pressure The oil pressure on the Powerstroke 6. Without proper pressure in the system many
other components will begin to fail. Oil Pressure Gauge!!! The gauge you see on the inside of
truck is actually a switch. Rocker Arm Failure B. Turbo actuator problems C. Hard starts If you
have a problem with your for Ford Powerstroke 6. Before taking the truck to a shop know
yourself what the status of diesel engine. Trust me too many shops are just parts changers. If
the fuel or the oil pressure are not up to standard everything with not work correctly. Note: The
billet fuel and oil filter caps only work with 6. The 90 degree fitting with Schrader valve is used
to test fuel pressure on 7. Engine: Powerstroke Diesel 6. Sales and Support - Ford Powerstroke
7. Show 5 10 15 20 25 All per page. Motorcraft Fuel Filter for a Ford Powerstroke 7. Fuel
Pressure The fuel pressure on the Ford Powerstroke 6. Contact Us.

